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Why do we pray?      Issue date: 22 Nov 2007 
 
 

For what reason do devotes pray to their God(s) of whatever worldly religion? 
And for what reason do True Christians pray to Yahweh (The Almighty God of The Universe)? 

 
To answer these questions we must first throw away all references to any specific religion else it starts becoming 
‘partisan’ and looses its independent objectiveness. This will allow us to look at this question in a purely logical 
manner to inductively consider where each reason given might take the practitioner! 
Then we shall investigate how a True Christian will pray based upon specifically what The Bible tells us. 
There are two aspects here. 
Let us consider the first aspect: 
The first and the most logical question, to be asked may be split thus:  

1. Is prayer for our Deity’s benefit?     Or 
2. Is prayer for our benefit? 

From a worldly person’s point of view then it may be argued along these lines: 
Logically if ‘our’ deity is so powerful (obviously more than the devotee – hence the assumed reason for the 
‘worship’) then they do not need devotee’s prayers for the deity’s edification. Especially if the person praying 
is much lower ‘in rank’ than another human who may be equally praying. 

Thus the worldly devotee logically must be praying for the following reason: 
Giving time and gifts for some ‘return gratification’ from this more powerful ‘entity’. 

Let us analyse this statement. 
We can only logically assume that ‘put effort in and we will get something from it’, being based upon the worldly 
assumption: ‘Put work into something which shall yield a return’. 

That essentially is what makes The World go round – does it not? 
I think that is the key – to which I will come back later! 

The definition of “work” being “energy expended” (which incidentally is the definition given in Physics) and the 
physics definition of “power” is “energy expended per unit time” – I add this because they are useful definitions to 
hold within our minds when speaking on a religious theme – as the two are related by coming from the same Source 
(Yahweh). 

Thus how does the devotee know how much “work” should be done? 
I suppose that it is dependant upon the devotee’s resources and ‘the enormity’ of ‘the return gratuity’. 

And where does the “work” end up? 
In some worldly religions it is nebulously dispersed into nature, while in other worldly religions it circumnavigates its 
way into the pockets of the administrators of the specific worldly religion on the pretext that you need these 
administrators between the devotee and the deity espoused. 
Really all this is just so depressing, especially when a dispassionate outsider looks upon the proceedings and wonders 
why these obviously sincere devotees just do not ask these simple commutative questions: 

Why are they performing these various rituals to different assumed deities? 
And why are they not answered?  – Is it because ‘the work’ was not sufficient? 

Is this the statement that these worldly religious leaders tell them, or ‘it must be’ that these devotees are to 
wait longer for a result? 

Another question should be asked: 
What is the result on the devotee’s reasoning faculties for the assumed deity’s response? 

How does this result actually edify the devotee? 
In either response 1. A positive coincidence or 2. negative reply? 

I ask the devotee to ask themselves: 
How often does the positive coincidence occur? 

In actuality “the positive coincidence” occurs at about the same frequency as just “A Coincidence” only skewed when 
a devotee tries to read into a result what they prayed to receive. Rather like reading an astrology report on one’s self! 

So is “the positive coincidence” merely an edification of the devotee for the continuance to live within this 
present world of its metered out pain and suffering? 
Or is it for something different?  – More later when I fully explain what we all should be praying for! 

Now clearly some religious leaders will be becoming rather jittery at this point because the ground from underneath 
the feet is starting to weaken!  And they might boldly declare:- 
It is because it is our duty to pray by saying wonderful things to the deity! 

And I would ask: Why? 
The answer can only be one of two reasons (or perhaps tantalising, a third, that I shall give later). 
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1. Because we are showing respect/reverence to such a wonderful Entity! 
Strange – The entity already knows this based upon the logical requirement for the ‘assumed worship’ in the 
first instance - so why?  It then surely begs the 2nd reason now given - 

2. The supposed deity requires this acknowledgement through worship to become ‘puffed up with pride’. 
And that is exactly where I am coming in from. There is only one god of this present earthly system that 
requires this and that is the one who took it in the first instance being Satan as The Bible clearly tells us! 

Thus for (Yahweh) God’s benefit the prayer is not necessary – contrary to what worldly religious leaders tell us! 
 
And making it more specific:- 
Thus for Yahweh’s benefit then prayer is not necessary – contrary to what worldly Christian Leaders tell us! 
Thus they have got it hopelessly wrong – being blind themselves leading The Blind congregations beneath them! 
However there is a third reason why we should pray for which I shall elude to later. 
 
So now we have cleared the first aspect, now let us consider the second. 
 
 
Perhaps we should be praying for others and not directly for God’s, or for our own self gratification. 
So let us carefully meditate upon this. 
 
What does it mean when religious leaders tell us: We should/shall pray for others? 

1. Does it mean we are thinking of other people – and thus excused ourselves because ‘we have done our bit’? 
2. Does it mean we are thinking of other people and asking (God) that other people do their bit – and thus 

excused ourselves because ‘we have done our bit’? 
3. Does it mean we are thinking of other people and asking that God does His bit – and thus excused ourselves 

because ‘we have done our bit’? 
And after these three options we can ‘go home’ having considered ourselves now blameless in God’s (in actuality 
Yahweh’s) eyes!  This reminds me of Jesus’ Parable of two humans praying in The Temple! 
I have left the fourth option to be discussed later! 

So what would Yahweh think of the groupings of people who were praying like this? 
And what would Yahweh think of the religious leaders who promote this stance? 

He would consider these ones who pray like this as hypercritics! 
And what of those who promote this being the ‘purveyors of deceit’ by misleading their listeners! 
Being that Jesus tells us: The Blind leading the blind and they both fall into the pit! 
 
Thus if we analyse these three options: 
The common denominator between all three is this most important conclusion: 

We are praying for a 3rd party to do something for others – basically ‘passing the buck’ onto someone else’s 
shoulders – but …  …  …  - ‘we have done our bit’!   
Sadly these deluded ones have missed the whole point.  Yahweh God does not work like this! 

What these deluded ones do not realise is this: 
It is a personal matter and if humans actually taught each other how to accurately respond to Yahweh’s 
Desire then these things that they prayed for - would not occur in the first instance. 

However there are too many humans either in positions of authority who enjoy ‘lording it over others’ or others in 
society ‘living off the backs of others’ (in all its guises) receiving all the benefits that this brings - who collectively 
have absolutely no intention of allowing truly righteous behaviour to occur in this present worldly system. Thus we 
can only conclude (but also as The Bible tells us) this righteousness shall only occur in The Millennium under Christ 
Jesus’ Millennial rule who shall enforce The Law of Yahweh through his trusted stewards who took those lowly 
positions accurately preaching Yahweh’s Word to others during the 1st part of their life. 
 
We are now starting to come full circle where I can now introduce the parts I deliberately omitted to show in actually 
how they all cross link to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of us, for the reader to piece in earlier. 

This is now to be where I explain how all this is achieved. 
To be perfectly clear to the reader the vast majority of humans have absolutely no real interest in fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire, the vast majority of them (including the worldly Christian Leaders) do not even believe in all The Bible 
contents as demonstrated by their utter disregard of it statutes and commandments (even to say that it cannot be 
wholly trusted).  Sadly the vast majority of the human race have absolutely no idea today exactly what Yahweh’s 
Statutes are, neither do they see any real need to find out. Basically the vast majority of humans run their lives on the 
ever changing worldly Laws (progressively degenerating) and not Yahweh’s Laws (that are not changing but rigid, 
being the equivalent to foundations of solid rock). 

All this is reinforced by those people who do not read The Bible daily to discover what is expected of them! 
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What I state here is supported by what we presently witness being the practice of moral values within society 
becoming anarchic – where I quote: “you can do your own thing” – provided you can “get away with it”! 
Society breakdown only being presently held together through the use of ever increasing technological surveillance in 
all its guises. The core point being made is that any positive reform is not internally led (from the mind following 
Yahweh’s statutes) but rather from outside interference! 
 
So now let me introduce the points I deliberately left out from earlier parts. 
I will also bring in quotations from The Bible to verify precisely the point I am driving home. 
 

1. Prayer is to acknowledge The Sovereignty of Yahweh. 
2. Prayer is for our benefit. 
3. Prayer is for the benefit of others. 

 
But we stated these earlier and I dismissed them as being wrong! 

So what is the point I am trying to make? 
The point why I dismissed them earlier is because the motive was wrong! 
I pulled them out like this so that I could differentiate between what worldly religious leaders state and what The Bible 
states!   Basically the worldly Christian leaders state the wrong motive, because they do not understand what the 
correct motive is – because it is never taught to the congregations for them to know/understand what to do! 
 
By splitting it like this enables me to now explain what the correct motive is for us when we pray. 
 
Through (1) when we acknowledge The Sovereignty of Yahweh then our synapse construction becomes built by our 
thoughts to imitate Jesus being “The Wisdom of God” inasmuch he knew Yahweh personally and His Statutes/Desire 
which Jesus faithfully displayed in his lifestyle. Thus imitating Jesus we come to recognise the reasons why we must 
study The Bible daily and inculcate Yahweh’s Statutes upon our hearts. The knowledge gained from this gives us 
wisdom to accurately apply this knowledge within our lifestyle. From this we are practicing Fidelity to The 
Knowledge gained from The Bible. Because we have accurate knowledge being accurately applied within our lifestyle 
to give us ‘The Wisdom of God’ then we having this fidelity which delivers The Assurance that we are speaking in 
The Name, Character and Authority of Yahweh through what Jesus taught us as being The Word of God. 

Can the reader see how all this links together? 
 
Through (2) being the extension of (1) then this process of prayer does benefit us. Because we are cultivating a 
synapse construction that is now becoming alien to the present worldly standards precisely as Jesus taught us – he was 
no part of this present worldly system – being how it operates. Thus in imitating Jesus then our “Heavenly Treasure” 
is being made manifest (being the positive growth) in The Heavens (plural – very important differentiation that is lost 
in our present inept translations of The Bible) to Yahweh’s favour. If this growth has Yahweh’s favour then it is 
Yahweh who is making this growth occur through His Holy Spirit because we actively desire to imitate Jesus in our 
lifestyle. This is part of the process called “generation” (procreation) that ultimately will lead to birth (as a Son of 
God) from the “Born Again” process that Jesus spoke to Nicodemus in John chapter 3 of The Bible (see “Born Again” 
in Glossary). 
 
Through (1) and (2) we then come to (3). By imitating Jesus we are actively putting our neighbours’ needs before our 
own. Thus prayer is for all other peoples’ benefit and not directly our own! 

Our benefit is merely a spin-off from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of us (= a very important concept). 
Thus it is not through asking other people to do the work (being the 3rd parties of very worldly prayers – by putting 
this work outside our own arms’ length), but rather that we personally imitate Jesus as we are instructed to do by The 
Bible. If we are actively imitating Jesus through (1) and (2) then we shall put our neighbours’ interests before our own 
by spending all our time in accurately preaching and teaching The Bible to other people for no worldly return of any 
description.  Further we display the fruits of the spirit so that we will assist humans that we perchance upon during our 
daily living – especially when it is not seen by others. 
Let me give an example of this (out of millions of similar examples that occur during one’s life). 

I accidentally dropped a small piece of dried mud off my shoe at work. Nobody saw me do this, but I picked 
it up and locally cleaned the floor afterwards – so that the cleaner would not notice ‘the offence’. This is an 
example demonstrating exactly what I mean about displaying “the fruits of the spirit”. And who is it helping?  
Two people. Firstly the cleaner (but they were not aware of it), but more importantly me – it was reforming 
my synapse construction to consider other people over and above my hurt (which was particularly minor in 
this instance – but sets The Standard for more important issues). 

But going back to the most important mission for a True Christian:- 
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1. We are to teach the humans of the world of the immanent arrival of The Millennium to keep people’s sanity 
when they see The World spiral into chaos around themselves. The immanent arrival of The Millennium is 
when Christ will rule over all humans of the past 6000 years (where those having died to become “asleep” 
shall be awoken/roused = resurrected), where then all humans after being resurrected shall then be taught 
righteousness in the most wonderful system. 

2. We are to teach the humans of The World that: Ultimate salvation will only come by each human personally 
imitating the lifestyle of Jesus. If this is done in the 1st part of our life (being now) then it shall be so much 
easier in the 2nd part of our life during the 1000 year rule of Jesus being a Crisis Day (of 1000 years see 
2Pet.3v8). See Glossary. 

In this way we are bringing the mindset of humans around to understand the need why humans are to follow and 
inculcate Yahweh’s Statutes upon their hearts demonstrated by works within their lifestyle. 
So that by imitating Jesus now during the 1st part of our lives we understand that:- 

1. This becomes The Demonstrable Evidence of our closeness to Yahweh as faithful stewards to those 
resurrected in The Millennium of our assayed credentials (when the records are replayed) ready for the 
teaching of righteousness in The Millennium to these resurrected people to now listen to us for their ultimate 
salvation because we have their best interests foremost in our minds. 

2. To give us the spiritual closeness to keep us motivated and persevering to imitate Jesus. This becomes our 
refining process during Satan’s worldly system where we are re-educating our synapse construction to 
become Christ-like. 

3. To direct our attention to specifically what we should be praying for. As this piece fully explains so that we 
might direct our time to actively do something at a personal level. 

4. By concentrating on fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to imitate Jesus then as the Bible tells us: “all other things 
(that are necessary for our daily sustenance) shall be given to us”. 

 
 
So what examples does The Bible give to us to support what I have stated here? 
 
 
Example 1. 
This is the most important example given in The Bible. 
This is termed “The Lord’s Prayer”. 
The quotations are given in Matt.6v6-10 and Luke.11v1-4 
The quotation given below is from Luke as the direct Greek amplified in my most accurate translation found at “NT 
Translation” section of this website www.FutureLife.Org with my standard format of inter-verse explanation that I use 
throughout my New Testament Translation – so that all humans have the opportunity to understand precisely what 
The New Testament means – I explain ‘everything’ in it!   I invite the reader to read it, even if it is only sections of 
interest where they need a passage explained to them. 
Note: “og” = Original Greek structure and direct translation. No interpretation has been made upon the text. I have also amplified key words “/”. 
Also TC = True Christian,  JCg = Jesus Christ as the specific god of us,  HS = holy spirit.  Please see “Glossary” to explain these terms. 
 
Luke 11v1 og Also (it) occurred in to the being/existence (the) him (JC) in {bordered/enclosed place/location}  
Luke 11v1 og certain/particular  praying/supplicating/worshipping (then) as (JC) ceased/finished, said (a)  
Luke 11v1 og certain/particular (one) of the disciples (of the) him (JC) towards (the) him:  
Luke 11v1 og “Lord teach/instruct us (to) pray, even as also John (the Baptist) taught/instructed the disciples 
Luke 11v1 og (of the) him. 
Luke 11v2 og And (JC) said to them:  
Luke 11v2 og “When (you) pray/supplicate/worship  exclaim/state:  
Luke 11v2  Very important note: This is given as a ‘Model Prayer’ which means this should be taken as an example of topics that should 
be covered. It should not be:- 

1. Treated as only something that should be mindlessly repeated without any thought being injected into what is being said. 
2. Assumed this to be the only specific prayer that Yahweh accepts. 

Being a model prayer then we are to look at the contents and then construct our prayers to follow the same topics. 
As the reader looks through the next verses – contemplate upon your prayers - are similar (or different = self-indulgent) topics covered? 
Luke 11v2 og ‘Father, ours, Who in the heavens (= plural) holy (is/be) the Name/Character/Authority  
Luke 11v2 og (of the) You, enter/appear/accompany the kingdom (of the) You.  
Luke 11v2 og Become/generated/occur/fulfilled the Will/Desire/Purpose/Pleasure (of the) You as in heaven  
Luke 11v2 og (= singular), also upon the earth/land. (Thus = When the Acceptable Year of The Lord = The Millennium occurs). 
Luke 11v2  Clearly that will occur in The Millennium, where His will be done in the heaven (= zone immediately above the earth = the 
sky) and also operating upon the Earth, but also the present TCs are to pray for this to occur/operate within more TCs later on within The Gospel 
Age. It is the TCs that by imitating JC within the 1st part of their lives have Yahweh’s HS operating within their minds acted out within their fleshly 
bodies by their demonstrated works. This is the new personality that we are told to put on – being utterly different to the one we all have been 
moulded into, forced upon us by the worldly environment during the earlier part of our 1st life. 
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Luke 11v3 og The bread/loaves (of the) us the {tomorrow’s sustenance} give/bestow/grant (the) us the  
Luke 11v3 og against/after (the) day (= day by day). 
Luke 11v3  Clearly bread/loaves always mean in The Bible the sustenance for our fleshly bodies to survive. But the extension is for the 
knowledge that comes from Yahweh through the HS on how we are to operate our lives to the glory of Yahweh. Thus our future then continuously 
becomes beholden/dependant upon Yahweh and we acknowledge this now, by us imitating JC, being recognised as doing so by JCg who then 
dispenses Yahweh’s HS within us for us to then use to promote Yahweh’s Desire further. By doing this we bring in more TCs and the sooner we do 
this, then the sooner Yahweh makes up the 144000 ‘Sons of God’ that He is waiting for before He instructs JCg to ‘move-in’ at the 1st 2nd C. 
Luke 11v4 og Also forgive/{lay aside}/forsake (the) us the sins/offences (of the) us for also ourselves (we)  
Luke 11v4 og forgive/{lay aside}/forsake all/every (person) indebted/owing/accrued/obligated (to) (the) us;  
Luke 11v4  The Greek words used for indebted/owing/accrued/obligated are words based upon unintentional actions, rather than 
deliberate acts to hurt us.  This is something that worldly Christian leaders seem to get completely confused over in their sermons and make Yahweh 
through Jesus ‘a joke’ to The World – especially when Yahweh states He will repay those evildoers – thus certainly He does not forgive them – 
neither does He expect us to either – hence the consistency in their teaching!  Thus we are only obligated to forgive the non-deliberate debts, but if 
the perpetrator later shows remorse to a ‘deliberate debt’ then we must forgive them.  I fully explain this elsewhere. 
 Luke 11v4 og also not {carry/bring/bearing into/inward} us into proving/assay/try/testing (experience), but 
Luke 11v4 og {to {rush in}/{draw close} to rescue/deliver} us from of the evil/hurtful/malicious/harmful/wicked. 
Luke 11v4  The standard translation of The Lord’s Prayer often recited is a poor translation in places (and even has non-Biblical 
additions – particularly the ending - after this verse).  
The standard rendering says: “Lead us not into temptation”, this is an absolute travesty of what the text here tells us! 
The Bible tells us elsewhere that Yahweh can do no evil/harm, thus He is not going to “lead us into temptation” thus why would JC include this in 
his prayer if it was impossible to happen, thus we can reason that this is an incorrect translation.  
What the correct translation means - comes from the correct words given in my translation. 
This is what JC is actually saying to us: 

“Make us inwardly aware of what is going to befall us (being possible future temptations/trials/assaying ) so that we are prepared.” 
= make us worldly astute so that we can avoid oncoming problems by taking evasive action before they occur. 

Then in the next part of the verse JC is telling: 
“But if we do fall into temptation/trials/assaying then rush in to help us from those of the world who are behaving in an 
evil/hurtful/malicious/harmful/wicked manner towards us.” 
= If humans are offended by our righteous works and attack us because we expose their hypocrisy, then Yahweh come in quickly to 
rescue us from their hurtful/malicious attacks. 

As a final comment on the commonly recited Lord’s Prayer. 
The Bible does not tell us “For Yours is the kingdom, the power and the glory for ever and ever.” 
This is something that humans pushed onto the ending to support their particular worldly sovereign ruling at the time. It was linked in to the 
philosophy of Devine Rule, where it was assumed that the worldly sovereign was put in that position only because Yahweh had put them there – thus 
linking the worldly ruler to Yahweh!  It now starts making The Lord’s Prayer look worldly and then becomes the pretext for us to pray for worldly 
leaders that The Bible actually does not tell us do. But in context The Bible actually tell us:  

“Pray so that the leaders stop interfering with our preaching work!” 
Not that we are to pray for the leaders!  Again this demonstrates the pandemic twisting that goes on with Yahweh’s Word by ‘The World under 
Satan’s control’. 
 
Notice that it is only a model prayer and not a prayer that should be repeated like a mindless tape-recorder (being the 
digital Dictaphone of today) as proposed by worldly Christian Leaders – because perhaps it makes their life easier!   
 
Let us now look at the sections of Jesus’ model Prayer:-. 

1. We are to recognise Yahweh’s Sovereignty that operates within the heavens (= plural) being the multiple 
zones above the surface of the earth and thus means all of The Universe. Thus Yahweh’s Sovereignty is 
accepted in The Universe, and further, all entities in The Universe abide by His desire/Will (except here on 
earth and around the earth = the ‘local heaven’ being singular, to mean Satan’s regime – see later). 

2. We are told that Yahweh, whose Name/Character/Authority is separate from all the things that operate on this 
earth.  Which makes a mockery of the worldly Christian Leaders’ statement that Yahweh is the God of this 
present chaos!  Clearly the god of this present worldly mess of pain and suffering is Satan (just as the Bible 
so clearly tells us in many places) – so who then is effectively ‘the god’ that these religious leaders pray 
towards (see Ezekiel) demonstrated by their works!   

3. We are then requesting that Yahweh’s kingdom is to come here upon the Earth. This is promoting The 
Millennium that Jesus came here to preach about – being “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (see Glossary 
to understand what this term means). Thus this is not about it occurring during the present 6000 years of 
Satan’s rule on this earth as Paul so clearly tell us in Hebrews, but sadly worldly Christian Leaders teach that 
it is here now – purely because they do not understand The Bible. 

How can Yahweh’s kingdom be here now when Satan’s kingdom is operating at present – being as 
we are told ‘the air we breath’ and thus no escape from it? 

We have just been told that Yahweh is separate from this by being Holy! 
You just cannot mix the two systems together – even though worldly Christian Leaders do by 
observing their works - especially the politics that the more elevated persons partake within. 

Thus this separated, hence holy system, shall occur after Yahweh decides the time is correct when True 
Christians have demonstrably preached to all of The World about Yahweh’s Acceptable year (being The 
Holy System) – which shall immediately follow the world’s implosion through mans’ inhumanity upon man 
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(being selfishness causing the lack of unpolluted resources – where quoting The Bible: “men’s heart will faint 
with fear” because they will not know how to sort the mess out that they have personally created)! 

4. Further amplification that Yahweh’s Desire/Will that is presently respected/revered in the rest of The 
Universe by all other entities shall occur when it is His Acceptable Year during The Millennium under Christ 
Jesus’ Millennial reign of 1000 years – being “The Holy System” separated from this present Satanic worldly 
system.  Thus again we read that it has not occurred – being written some 30 years later (long after Pentecost) 
stating this, and that nothing has changed as we read in the epistles written afterwards – except more 
information stating that Satan is still in control! 

5. What do we discover from (3) and (4)?  - Are we praying to Yahweh to make this occur? 
No!  We are not placing the responsibility onto Yahweh to do this, but rather we are pleading with Yahweh to 
give us the energy/capability/resources to accurately promote this accurate knowledge to all of The World so 
that Yahweh feels pleased to bring forth The Millennium – because He now has the sufficient number 
(144000) of True Christians coming from the preaching work of the previous efforts of True Christians. It is 
this special symbiotic nature between the True Christian and Yahweh that this prayer is trying to show.  And 
thus solidifies precisely what this essay is stating to YOU – the reader. 

6. Notice here the singular heaven – to now mean “the immediate zone around the earth”. As I state elsewhere 
this means “the air”, and as we are told “the spirit of the air” is Satan, thus representing the ‘whole system’ 
that controls The World. And then we read “earth/land” which means humans that operate under “the spirit of 
the air”. 
Thus we understand that Yahweh’s Desire/Will shall replace Satan (thus “as of singular heaven”) and thus 
follows “the resurrected earth” of humans into The Millennium. 
We are told in Rev. that the old heaven (singular) and old earth shall be dissolved/melted/broken, being the 
present Satanic system – thus shall be heralded in The Millennium under Christ Jesus’ most righteous rule. 

7. But for this to occur – as I alluded to earlier, then we are to gain sustenance from Yahweh being The Bread of 
The Knowledge (to feed our bodies as The Body of Christ) so that we know how to imitate Jesus in our 
Lifestyle (thus becoming The Body of Christ). By preaching to The World of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year and 
displaying The Fruits of The Spirit to our neighbour. Absolutely nothing else is required. Anything else just 
becomes the worldly worship that we see widely practiced being an absolute anathema to Yahweh – He is 
disgusted by it!  But worldly Christian Leaders promote all forms of worldly religious works as something 
that Yahweh loves – only because they are not serving Him but rather themselves and their position over their 
congregation.  All these things just get in the way of creating the synapse construction that Yahweh Desires 
to retain as “Heavenly Treasure” to become a future “Born Again” Son of God. I would be most desirous for 
any worldly Christian Leader to justify worldly religious works by quoting anything in the New Testament 
within context!  But I am able use many Bible quotations to disqualify worldly religious works! 

8. The section on indebtedness is often abused by worldly Christian leaders to sound wonderful in the ears of 
their congregations. But this false teaching puts an unreasonable burden upon the congregations to disturb 
their reasoning of The Bible through the inherent inconsistencies that this illogical/unrighteous/inequitable 
understanding brings. The Bible is very clear about what all this means and I explain it in detail elsewhere. 
However what Jesus is telling us here is two things:- 
8.1   All indebtedness by any member of The Brethren is to be forgiven unreservedly, because by definition 
The Brethren would not do anything to intentionally harm a fellow Brother of The Fidelity (or incidentally 
their neighbour, being anyone outside The Fidelity). 
8.2   All indebtedness by your neighbour must be put out of your mind. You are not instructed by The Bible 
anywhere to ‘forgive your neighbour’ – but merely to remove the harm/hurt from your mind. Thus acts of 
revenge are not bred within your mind and also that your mind may become healed to not become 
permanently seared by the initial pain. This allows two things to occur. 
8.2.1   Your mind becomes wholesome and thus enables you to focus upon Yahweh’s present work for you, 
always knowing that The Millennium shall bring restitution in all matters as we are told.  
8.2.2   You are placing yourself into the position of teaching the perpetrator two things. 
8.2.2.1 Through not retaliating – they might become moved to ask what makes you think like you do. 
8.2.2.2 From (8.2.2.1) you have a perfect opportunity to teach them about The Word of God. 
Thus what do we understand from this type of action? 
Ultimately it places us in the best position to preach/teach The Word of God being The Gospel of The Good 
News to our neighbour. Our mind and conscience is clear before Yahweh’s Statutes. We have pleased 
Yahweh by behaving in a Christ-like manner. Our synapse construction is becoming worthy to form the basis 
of becoming a Son of God. 

9. The last part of The Lord’s Prayer is utterly distorted by worldly Christian understanding. 
I have explained within the inter-verse what Jesus is really saying to us.  
We are told in The Bible that there is no sin in Yahweh, so why would Jesus propose that we ask Yahweh not 
to tempt/assay/test us – as stated/implied by worldly Christian Leaders? 
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Clearly it does not mean this!   Especially when we are also told that True Christians are to be refined by fire 
to remove the contaminating dross collected while living in this world before becoming part of The Brethren. 
What is being said here is for our well being – because Jesus has a deep concern for his future ‘body’ of the 
forthcoming 144000 True Christians. Thus as ‘The Head’ Jesus is giving instructions and thus protection for 
his future ‘body’ from failing Yahweh’s Desire. 
Firstly we are told that The World as a whole shall persecute True Christians for merely imitating Jesus. 
This becomes our refining where we cling even harder to our Master and of His teaching. By doing this we 
become purified by withdrawing from the contaminating stains that come from engaging/indulging in this 
present Satanic worldly system of operations.  
Because we shall be persecuted by imitating Jesus (and for nothing else because we are to be utterly secularly 
law abiding = absolute model citizens, provided it does not conflict with Yahweh’s Laws), then the point of 
this part of The Lord’s Prayer is that we receive guidance from Yahweh to avoid prospective trouble, perhaps 
how to defuse a situation, or for Yahweh to externally manipulate the environment to make it less 
confrontational. And if we are being persecuted then as we are told elsewhere – that Yahweh might provide a 
route to escape from this affliction so that the persecutors might not overwhelm us.  

10. The last part of The Lord’s Prayer that the reader might be familiar with does not exist within The Bible, but 
has been ‘tacked on’ by the secular world – for self-indulgent reasons and has nothing to do with Yahweh.  
 

From this new understanding of The Lord’s Prayer the reader may now realise that there is very much more within it 
than worldly Christian Leaders preach. Most of which they do not understand – else surely they would preach it? 
I have never heard them explain The Lord’s Prayer like this nor what it means on a personal level. Because it is on that 
very personal level that YOU shall be judged. And the worldly Christian Leaders even more harshly – because quite 
simply  “more given, then the more expected” hence greatly judged in The Greater/Special Judgement as we are so 
clearly told in The Bible. 
This crux must be understood by the reader being: It is The Synapse Construction being The Mapping created by 
ourselves (aided by Yahweh’s holy spirit if and only if we choose to procreate with it as the other half of our DNA) 
that Yahweh is desirous of being The Mapping of our synapse construction stored as Positive “Heavenly Treasure” 
(where the moth/thief cannot taint) to be placed in the heavenly/celestial/spiritual body as one of His future Sons of 
God. This was shown to us in Jesus as The First/Chief/Only Begotten (at this stage from a fleshly body ‘out’ of this 
world – see what “Begotten” really means in Glossary) that all True Christians see as their First/Chief/Only 
Exemplifier (Jesus) that they are to follow intimately having left the 1st part of their life behind by having died to 
worldly self-indulgence. They are now living in the 2nd part of their life (being effectively The Millennium come early 
through their righteous behaviour considered acceptable by Yahweh) so that they may successfully be “Born Again” 
into a heavenly/celestial/spiritual body at Jesus’ 1st 2nd C (please see Glossary). 

Can the reader see how it all interlinks so beautifully in such the most logical fashion?  – Exactly as The 
Bible clearly tell us! 

 
 
Example 2. 
This is where we are told that Yahweh knows what we ask for - before we ask for it! 
This is taken from 1John.3v18-24 from my translation given in the NT Translation located on this website. 
 
1John   3v18 My little children (weak/new in The Fidelity) let us not ‘love’ in word or tongue but in works 
1John   3v18 and in truth. 
1John   3v18 This verse tells us we must have selfless love where we personally hurt ourselves by helping others; not just ‘happy/clappy’ 
love. But much further than this simplistic ‘love’, being “not in word but in works”. This is given to us as a Bible warning of the false 
leaders/teachers who sound with their ‘silver tongue’ so wonderful, but their actions show what they are truly like. The listener should also very 
closely audit their words; because deficiencies will show through the ‘silver tongue’ of their wonderfully spoken platitudes – reader just beware!  
The apostle Peter tells us: Even Satan appears as an angel of Light to deceive (one ‘modern’ Christian religion should take special note of this)! 
1John   3v19 Also in this (charity form of selfless love) we know (we do this) because we are of The Truth, also we shall  
1John   3v19 persuade/yield/trust our hearts in front of him (JCg as our intercessor, TC are slaves to Yahweh’s Will via JCg) 
1John   3v20 Because if our heart accuses/censures us, JCg (as the “heart-knower” who dispenses Yahweh’s HS) is greater 
1John   3v20 than our heart, also knows all things (about us & all be revealed in The Millennium before all – 70yrs over 1000yrs). 
1John   3v20 (Biblically, our heart is the driver of passion/motivation, if it condemns us as TC then it is saying we should be working more) 
1John   3v21 Beloved if our heart does not condemn us (as TC, we are working hard) then we have boldness/confidence 
1John   3v21 toward God (through JCg ‘the heart knower’ to put in a petition to Yahweh for HS, for all good things come from Yahweh) 
1John   3v22 Also whatever we ask, we receive from Him (God via JCg) because we keep His (Yahweh’s)  
1John   3v22 commandments (communicated by The Word being JC = JCg), also we do the things that are pleasing in His  
1John   3v22 (Yahweh’s) sight. 
1John   3v23 Also this is His (God’s) commandment/precept, that we should be believing in the name of His son JC 
1John   3v23 (an anchor reference to all the things pertaining to his Son’s ministry here on earth – walk like JC), also love one  
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1John   3v23 another even as he (JC) gave us the command/precept to do (during his ministry here on earth). 
1John   3v24 og Also the (person) keeping commandments (of the) Him (=God), in (to the) Him (=God; the person) abides,  
1John   3v24 og also (the) he (=JCg) in (to the) Him (=Yahweh – because of what JCg did for his creation). Also in this (synergy) we  
1John   3v24 og (TCs) know because (of this) (the) he (=JCg) abides in us (= his presence) by the HS which to us (now in The  
1John   3v24 og Gospel Age) (the) he (=JCg dispensing) gives. 
1John   3v24 (Written as the exact Greek) This verse is potentially confusing, but I believe my rendering is more accurate and more 
logical [especially when considering the pointer of The Article shown in (brackets)], else why write all those ‘him’ and ‘he’ within the text unless 
The Author is trying to show the unity between the three separate entities TC, JCg, Yahweh and the link between all three - being Yahweh’s power 
(and not personage) in the form of the HS given to us by the intercessor JCg. The reader must appreciate that this epistle was not the only form of 
communication. The apostles were not totally sedimentary and did travel (not perhaps quite as much as Paul – who was also personally filling in 
the finer points face to face) so the differences between the: ‘him & he’ would have been filled by word of mouth through these face to face 
meetings. The epistles were just reminders (as they tell us) of key aspects to the ‘remote’ flock – thus the reason for all these: ‘him and he’ for all 
the different entities involved.  
This is the 1st Century Christian Understanding that has become lost over all these centuries, principally from the 4th Century onwards. 
I realise this reasoning and the explanation of the verse is contrary to standard Christian teaching (reader should check in a standard Bible 
translation here), but I personally believe mine to more accurate through demonstrating/explaining the logical connection and it also fits the 
context and renderings elsewhere in the Bible. It is also consistent to the pointer of The Article is used by The Author to differentiate between JCg 
and Yahweh, something that is completely ignored by today’s Greek scholars! 
Also it does not involve that ‘dreaded mystery’ that the Christian representatives ‘pull-out-of-a-hat’ when they get into a tight corner of their own 
understanding of The Bible – which Yahweh has told us – get to know Him – and there should be no mysteries! 
At which point it is a good lead into Chapter 4. 
 
The crux of this passage is the very part that people utterly ignore because Worldly Christian Leaders preach the very 
opposite! 
The crux is given in v18 and v22. 
The crux being that:- 

1. From v18:  We do not ‘love’ in words but rather in works and in Truth (= not in hypocrisy)!   
2. From v22:  Because we keep God’s Commandments and are pleasing in His sight! 

 
So why do I state “worldly Christian Leaders preach the very opposite”? 
For these reasons:- 
1. They preach “just believe in Jesus to be saved”, and “Works are not required” (please see my essay on: 

“What is the difference between Life and being Saved” to fully explain this). 
2. They preach (moral) standards that are not consistent with what The Bible states are unchanging Standards. 

They state that parts of The Bible are not applicable for today – or that parts cannot be trusted. 
Thus we can reason that worldly Christian Leaders have their own worldly agenda to fulfil and are not pleasing in 
Yahweh’s sight – but rather are most disgusting in Yahweh’s sight – just as the official religious leaders where in 
Ezekiel’s Day and later during Jesus’ ministry. Thus the Pharisees of Old Israel during Jesus’ ministry period 
represent the worldly Christian Leaders who shall soon be cut off – just as Revelation tells us in chapter 18 at the end 
of this Gospel Age just before The Millennium is brought in by The One to whom this world righteously belongs. 
 
That was a necessary precursor explanation because it is essential to recognise what is occurring today, to then further 
understand why Satan is bringing in this confusion.  He knows now, that his time is so very short and soon he is going 
to be restrained (as The Bible so clearly tells us), thus he is doing everything in his power to stop Yahweh’s target 
quantity of 144000 True Christians (taken from The Gospel Age) being reached – being The Trigger Threshold when 
Yahweh will instruct Jesus to then exercise Yahweh’s full holy spirit of power to bring about the dissolution of the 
present worldly system. Thus Satan is using whatever instruments of power that he has at his disposal (being the 
worldly religious leaders) to mislead humans so that the synapse construction re-wiring cannot occur to bring on these 
prospective future Sons of God. This is just so logical – but all precisely as The Bible tells us! 
These worldly religious leaders have become so tainted by the practises of The World that they do not realise 
themselves what is ‘truth’ and what is ‘untruth’.  Thus they just pass on a worldly pleasing message, so that they all 
sound very nice and inclusive to all of their congregations – being those who are part of The World already, but crying 
out for guidance from this present evil system.  I just find all this so sad – and that is why I write like this to shout out 
this warning call – to awaken people from their slumbers because this is so much a personal decision (being the very 
personal re-routing of your synapse construction) and not one that can be made on your behalf. 

Ultimately it is the rerouting of your synapse construction that shall become your salvation. 
Do it now to become a “Son of God” (guaranteed an eternal life in a heavenly/celestial/spiritual body because The 2nd 
Death has no power over you Rev.2v11, 20v6) to teach righteousness to the resurrected humans, or leave it until The 
Millennium to become one of these resurrected humans in a perfected fleshly body to persevere practicing 
righteousness through your assay period of 3.5 years at the end of The Millennium for an existence of an eternity 
within the most righteous operating society where mutual affection/help/guidance abounds. This is all precisely as The 
Bible tells us. 
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Now after that little rant, then let me explain what this quoted example means. 
The point is that if we are precisely imitating Jesus then we know we have Yahweh’s favour. Because He knows that 
we are actively and accurately spreading “The Word of God” to new listeners/neighbours which shall be under duress 
from The World (predominantly inspired by worldly religious leaders having their hypocrisy demonstrated). Then He 
knows that we are not asking for anything for ourselves, but merely that we have the resources to further Yahweh’s 
Desire in The World. 

The True Christian asks for nothing to edify his position within The World, but merely to be better placed to 
further Yahweh’s Desire. 

The True Christian only asks Yahweh in prayer to be most efficiently effective to imitate Jesus, and most certainly 
does not ask for any worldly self-gratification (because the True Christian “is blind to the things of the world”, being 
“dead to the world”). The True Christian only asks for assistance to be better placed to imitate Jesus because they are 
accurately motivated to imitate Jesus then Yahweh knows what is to be asked and shall deliver because it suits His 
Desire to actively promote His Kingdom message. 
Thus Yahweh shall make the True Christian effective in his/her ministry even though we are told that one may sow 
and another harvest the results. So the one sowing may not see the results of their sowing. 
Thus it is this desire that moulds The Synapse Construction to become suitable material for a future Son of God. 

Again - can the reader see the connective link that is never explained by worldly Christian Leaders? 
And can the reader understand why worldly Christian Leaders never preach it? 

 
 
Example 3 
In this example I grabbed a little more of the context to explain the content. 
The content speaks of a True Christian (James, and I expect him to be resurrected as A Son of God at the 1st 2nd C for 
those worldly Christian ‘scholars’ who might question the pedigree of his writings) speaking that Yahweh, through 
Jesus Christ as our intercessor, shall respond positively to our prayers. There are many examples through The New 
Testament that state this positive interaction within a human’s life – based upon a True Christian supplication for 
another individual or to further effect the environment to ultimately further Yahweh’s Desire. 
 
 
James  5v12 But before all (things that you do), my brethren, do not swear, neither by heaven, nor by earth, nor by  
James  5v12 any other oath. But let your “yes” be “yes”, and “no” be “no”, otherwise you may fall (= fail) 
James  5v12 under (the 1st , being Yahweh’s) judgement (to mean that you miss The Prize = do not become a Priest at the 1st 2nd C). 
James  5v13 Is anyone suffering evil (hardships/afflictions/trouble thrown up by the world) among you?  
James  5v13 He is to pray (for help to effect the environment from Yahweh) 
James  5v14 Is anyone cheerful? 
James  5v14 Then he is to play music/psalms/sing songs. (This is infectious to others – to edify others) 
James  5v14 Is anyone infirm/sick among you?  Then he is to call upon the elders of the church. They are to pray 
James  5v14 over him, rubbing him with oil in the name of the Lord. 
James  5v15 Also the vow of fidelity/faith will save the faltering/sick/wearied (mentally weak from the world’s onslaught) 
James  5v15 and the Lord will be rousing/awaken/stand up, and if he should have done sins, it will be forgiven of  
James  5v15 him. 
James  5v16 Then confess sins to one another & pray for one another, so that you may be healed (by the prayer of all) 
James  5v16 The operating petition (= a petition that JCg will respond to) of the righteous (person) will be effective. 
James  5v17 Elijah was a man having emotions like us (a human having good and bad aspects to his character like all of us),  
James  5v17 and he prayed for it not to rain, and it did not rain on the land for 3 years and 6 months. 
James  5v18 And again he prays, and the sky above the earth gives a shower and the earth germinates her fruit. 
James  5v17-18 It cannot be over-stressed the symbiotic relationship that there must be for this to operate correctly. A True Christian (TC) 
earnestly desires to know what Yahweh’s Desire is through Jesus Christ as the specific god of us (JCg). The answer comes from the Holy Spirit 
(HS) (see examples in Acts) within the TC dispensed by JCg upon this particular earnest (initially demonstrating works by actively reading the 
Bible) individual of his creation. A TC’s fruit of the HS being his works, shows him to be stable, sound mind and by the willingness to work through 
‘non-stop’ preaching demonstrates his acceptable works to Yahweh. Because of the symbiotic relationship, a TC will know what to pray for (see 
1John5) with the HS working within him, and then Yahweh, through His HS dispensed by JCg will perform the action petitioned. 
Thus in Elijah’s example he knew before he prayed that Yahweh’s Will/Desire was to remove the false prophets of Ahab. Yahweh wanted to make a 
demonstration of it once and for all. So Yahweh used Elijah as a willing slave to demonstrate His power/might/work in action. This is the symbiotic 
relationship required for a petition to operate effectively.  This is not what is preached in many modern worldly Christian assemblies – dare I say 
with a few iniquitous Christian assemblies, it is more like practices of the false prophets of Ahab day preached/taught and demonstrated by their 
antics to get their god to respond to their requests! 
This is a sign of lawlessness – as warned about within many Biblical passages during ‘the last days’. 
I must add a TC will never pray for worldly self-gratification. A TC will only pray for assistance (of whatever kind) to promote God’s Word within 
The World or for a fellow infirmed brother/sister in The Fidelity so that they may in the future be in the position to further God’s Word within this 
present worldly system. 
God will not respond to anything else, because it would be worldly and thus promote the aims of ‘some operation’ within The World. 
Yahweh will only respond to prayers from a TC that ultimately, accurately promotes His Word or Desires for a particular direction to occur within 
this world – and respond to absolutely nothing else! 
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Else – Why should Yahweh respond to requests for self-gratification? –  Else Yahweh promotes the interests of the god of this present 
evil worldly system – being Satan! 
Can the reader see the righteous/equitable logic behind this statement? 

James  5v19 My brethren, if any person from among you are led astray (to worldly things), from the way of The  
James  5v19 Truth ( to promote Yahweh’s Desire) and then someone turns that person back (from the desires of the world). 
James  5v20 Let that someone know who turned back that sinner out of the deception of his way (of a worldly  
James  5v20 lifestyle) (then that someone) will be saving his soul (= a conscious reasoning body) from death and will be  
James  5v20 covering a multitude of (personal) sins. (Thus a TC sins, but is considered righteous by Yahweh through their works –  
James  5v20 the text says it!)  
James  5v20 (Again, this is all contrary to worldly modern Christian thinking/teaching!  Satan does not want TC works within this world!) 
 
Look at the context. It is clearly speaking of a human who can be classed as a True Christian. I ask the reader to ask of 
themselves: 

When have they heard of worldly Christian Leaders who are further up The Edifice representing their religion  
say “yes” to mean ‘yes’ and say “no” to mean ‘no’! 

Today they are so politically motivated they change their stance as and when the situation dictates! 
The media has legion records to fully validate this claim at every level throughout history – a short trawl through The 
Internet using various search engines will deliver the required evidence. 

So could the reader say the present worldly Christian Leaders are True Christians? 
Clearly not!  Their words and actions speak otherwise! 

So would Yahweh listen to them? 
Clearly not! 

Yahweh would turn away from them. Especially when huge crowds of duped humans follow in their wake! 
Basically if the True Christian is sincerely imitating Jesus, then Yahweh shall hear and respond positively only 
because the True Christian offering the petition knows personally that this person shall be beneficial to fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire and as such is in tune with Yahweh’s Desire to know when to ask of this (please see “Faith” in 
Glossary). 
This understanding reinforces my example (2) above. 
It must be understood by the reader that James is speaking of any specific member of The Brethren (“If there be any 
sick amongst you”, James was writing to “The Brethren” not to the general public), and as such not generally about 
humans outside The Brethren, being those of The World.  Thus the motive for the prayer was to further Yahweh’s 
Desire being that ultimately The Message of Yahweh is to be spread through The World being through The Brethren. 
Thus logically Yahweh will only respond to fulfil what His Desire is – and nothing else (irrespective of what false 
worldly Christian Leaders might state) – hence the apparent ‘non-answers’ to many the billions of worldly prayers.  
This reasoning is covered in context by v19 and further explained now. 
Here we read the prime object of a True Christian and The Brethren is to further Yahweh’s Desire. Being that all 
humans are to come to the accurate knowledge of Yahweh, so that they may then be in the position to reform their 
synapse construction to ideally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of humans = to ultimately fill The Earth with a society whose 
members voluntarily choose to operate utter righteousness/equality to one another. This shall be encouraged/allowed 
by Yahweh to occur for an eternity. 
At present before we reach that stage The Bible tells us that Yahweh is pulling out assayed/proven/trusted (in/through 
adversity) humans (144000 in numbers) who shall become the future leaders over all other humans resurrected to learn 
righteousness during a future 1000 year period. 
At this point I would like to bring in the results of an interesting Harvard Report on ‘religious faith’ and prayer. 
The Harvard report gave the following conclusions: 

1. Those who had a religious faith seemed to fair better when hospitalised. 
2. Those humans prayed for by others did more badly when they knew they were being prayed for! 

How may we reason on the results and tie them in with what The Bible says? 
Does the 2nd item contradict what The Bible states? 

Actually it depends upon how you understand the whole subject matter. 
Let me give my very simple explanation of all the evidence: 

Humans feel psychologically stronger if they personally ‘believe’ they have external support from a deity. 
But humans who do not have this personal belief in a deity deteriorate because trusting in humans exposes 
the obvious known weaknesses of all humans (of ‘the self’ and ‘the medical system’). 

The Bible tells us that by being happy and having a strong ‘faith’ then this heals the body – perhaps through the 
release of chemicals that aid repair (beyond present scientific knowledge). Thus it is not through external help, 
because we have disqualified all worldly religions as being false – because they do not logically hold together within 
their own criteria. See logical discussion elsewhere on this website to support this conclusion based upon facts. 

So am I now disqualifying everything I stated earlier? 
No! 
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Because the strong ‘faith’ of an acolyte might be exercised in the worthless entity heading-up any one of these false 
worldly religions then we can assume that this repair mechanism is actually internal, carefully built into our DNA by 
the most wonderful Creator Jesus Christ through assistance from his Father (Yahweh) The Almighty God of The 
Universe. 

Does it contradict specifically this 3rd example? 
No! 

James is speaking of humans who may be beyond what was built into the DNA – where genuine external assistance 
shall be forthcoming to resolve the sickness problem, being precisely as we read for the miracles of Jesus and of the 1st 
generation of apostles. 

So how does all this concur with The Harvard report? 
As I explained, the 1st conclusion demonstrates a statistical improvement, and thus this supplementary repair 
mechanism is based upon some internal personal emotion that drives the repair mechanism (showing a human inherent 
dependence upon external deity that activates this internal mechanism that separates us from animals, Gen.1v26-27). 
However the 2nd conclusion is much more interesting and ties in specifically with what The Bible tells us, but is lost if 
detailed reasoning is not performed – which is precisely what occurs in worldly Christian communities – for the very 
reason there is that very stated inconsistency demonstrated by testable results! 
The problem is that these self claimed (obviously sincere upon what they believe) Christian groupings are very 
worldly – and thus Yahweh has no interest in them (“being sheep of the hireling” John.10v13-14 – thus of other sheep 
folds) – see also the seven churches of Revelations and what was going on there, plus many other examples/warnings 
in the epistles of things going wrong in the congregations! 
Thus the people in the grouping and those outside the grouping do not have that tight bond between each other being 
the accurate knowledge of how Yahweh operates within those whom He chooses to work through – by the Holy 
Spirit rewiring their synapse construction to become Christ-like. 
Thus now the Harvard result becomes so obvious.  It is through the natural disconnection between those who are not 
really bonded together through Yahweh’s Holy Spirit who feel disenfranchised and externally remote from each other 
because they have no foundation of accurate knowledge being the common rock between them upon which to build. 
Thus the Harvard report and The Bible are not contradictory – but complementary and fully demonstrates the 
shallowness of real belief/commitment/entrusting/fidelity there really is in these demonstrable worldly groupings. 

I realise this is a hard statement to accept – but how else does the reader logically link the two statements and 
thus remove an obvious contradiction? 

 
 
Example 4.  
This quoted passage is speaking of Jesus immediately after he had just heard of John the Baptist’s murder by King 
Herod. ‘John the Baptist’ was Jesus’ very close friend, also a DNA relative with whom Jesus would have played with 
as children together, further it was John who baptised Jesus into his Father’s ministry work. Clearly Jesus was 
extremely distressed upon hearing this news! 
Matt.  14v22 og Also immediately compelled the JC the disciples (of the) him (to) enter into the boat, also went before  
Matt.  14v22 og (the) him into the other side until he dismissed the crowds. 
Matt.  14v23 og Also dismissed/released the crowds (JC) went into the mountain apart (by) himself/alone to  
Matt.  14v23 og worship/pray, and evening coming alone he was there. 
 
This is a situation where Jesus is demonstrating his strong desire to bond closely to Yahweh by placing himself far 
away from other humans. This situation was triply distressing on a personal level.  

1. It was perhaps the first person in ‘the new phase’ who became martyred for his Father’s work. 
2. John was actually a relative being only six months older than Jesus himself and they would have played 

together as children (when Joseph and Mary went to Jerusalem annually for The Passover).  
3. It drove home to him what he was to personally face in about two years time. 

Thus Jesus needed to ‘recharge his batteries’ so to speak, by directly connecting to his Father without worldly 
distractions. This clearly shows us that Jesus was at a psychologically low point and needed to bring himself up to face 
the rest of his ministry and looming murder committed by The State and instigated/driven by the worldly religious 
leaders. 
Likewise we humans can be driven psychologically low by either being the recipients or by observing upon others 
worldly acts of deliberate malice/harmful works upon innocent humans as a whole who through no fault of their own 
have become a victim to another human’s ‘mindless’ wrath – with particular reference to those who have abided by 
secular law and merely accurately taught The Word of Yahweh to all humans. 
This is an example where True Christians might go alone to a place of quietness (in the ‘wilderness’) and pour their 
genuine heartfelt grief of the present worldly situation directly to Yahweh, Who shall ultimately bring peace to their 
mind – through the knowledge of Yahweh’s ultimate Plan of salvation and world-wide reconciliation that will occur in 
The Millennium.  Thus upon this reflection it then galvanises our response further to spread Yahweh’s True Gospel 
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being The Good News to all humans so that they all might understand The Reality around them being that all humans 
shall ultimately become personally accountable for their actions that occurred within the 1st part of their life during 
their whole 2 part life of restoration/reconciliation. 
So this is another illustration to show us a specific need for prayer and the response given by Yahweh being the further 
growth of the embryonic child within us of the Holy Spirit fused within the rerouting process of our synapse 
construction. Thus the created synapse construction becomes the finalise mapping that Yahweh shall retain upon our 
death as The Heavenly Treasure, for future use in programming a virgin brain to recreate the exact reasoning clone of 
ourselves again, but now placed within a perfected DNA body (if we missed being a Son of God – for they would 
have been programmed into a heavenly/celestial/spiritual body over which The 2nd Death has no power). 
 

So what is the common denominator behind all these examples? 
They all demonstrate the rerouting of the synapse construction to produce a human with a new personality being one 
that is acceptable to Yahweh. Paul tells us that we are to remove the old worldly personality and put on the new 
personality – this is precisely what this means and how it links directly to the retained Heavenly Treasure for future 
use. It is all perfectly logical and leaves all worldly religions in the pale! 
Thus we reform our synapse construction to imitate Jesus, with the consequence we always place our neighbour’s 
needs before our own, thus the most important requirement is to teach The World about The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord and what the full ramifications of this might be. This is all that we are instructed to do by Christ Jesus and 
demonstrate this by displaying the fruits of the spirit (our personality/spirit/desire being fused with the Holy Spirit to 
create a new embryo of righteous material for Yahweh to store as Heavenly Treasure) towards our neighbour during 
our preaching work. Thus our synapse construction is being carefully crafted by our compliant activity of utter 
humility to place ourselves in whatever ‘degrading position’ (also = ‘uncomfortable’ = ‘includes using all our spare 
time’) to maximise Yahweh’s Desire so that we show to The World (for it to imitate) that we desire “The Inheritance” 
(= fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire for all humans – but see Glossary) by putting the work in beforehand as 
demonstrable “faithful stewards over small matters” during the 1st part of our life. 
Quite simply all forms of religious works promoted by worldly religious leaders are an anathema to Yahweh!  
However it does beg the following question: 

If these are the only reasons why we should pray (by examples from The Bible), then why do ‘religious 
fanatics’ spend perhaps an hour or many hours praying every day? 

It also begs a further question: 
What on Earth are they praying about that it needs that much time! 

I would be most grateful if one of these practitioners contacted me with a transcript of their prayer sessions – it might 
be most illuminating for all of us to read! 
And I would wonder if Yahweh would be interested in listening to it in a daily fashion! 
Most certainly Yahweh would be furious over the fact that these individuals are wasting so much of their time and not 
expressly fulfilling His Desire by imitating Jesus and copying Paul’s example to publicise His Word to The World. 
Reminds me of the many examples in The Old Testament and further examples that Jesus gave where Yahweh just 
turned His ear away from them and ignored what was said because they were not fulfilling His Desire of them. 
This website clearly states what Yahweh’s Desire of people is – so that all humans know precisely what they must do. 
 
This leads on to a similar theme being:- 
International days of prayer. 
And specific days of prayer for instance Praying for peace! 

In 1981 the United Nations General Assembly passed resolution 36/67 declaring an International Day of 
Peace. In 2001, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a new resolution 55/282 declaring 21 
September of each year as the International Day of Peace. 

So this begs another question:- 
Why is there not peace in The World over all the Earth? 

Especially when The Bible clearly tells us there shall not be peace, because it shall be like a mother in child birth 
before the end of The Gospel Age and the heralding in of The Millennium. 
So we have millions of people praying – to absolutely no effect! 
And why is there no effect? 

1. Is it because God is impotent? 
2. Is it because God does not exist? 
3. Is it because God does not care? 
4. Is it because Yahweh is not listening to them – because they do not fulfil ‘Yahweh’s Desire of them 

personally’! 
Quite simply it is (4) because all those worldly religious people have no ‘bedrock of knowledge’ and have absolutely 
no intention of rerouting their synapse construction to yearn for them to personally qualify for Yahweh’s Acceptable 
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Year because they are quite content with what they have at present – being to presently aspire for worldly self-
indulgence in all its guises that this present worldly system has to offer to them! 
They do not demonstrably yearn for “The Inheritance” because these leaders are content with the present inheritance 
provided it does not effect their present self-indulgencies and aspirations – that is why they are leaders in this present 
system because they have climbed up within it for these self-indulgencies that their position gives them! 
But returning to the theme of this section we are told by The Bible that The World shall become much worse in a 
sporadic nature as we progressively run out of world resources (where man’s heart will faint with fear, ask for the 
mountains to cover them, be worse than it ever has been or shall be – quotes from The Bible) – so they have been told 
and thus they clearly know they are wasting their time (if they do not change their synapse construction) – clearly they 
do not read to understand The Bible in the first instance – which is another reason why Yahweh just ignores them! 
However Yahweh does care and that is precisely why He and His son Jesus have worked so meticulously hard to 
ensure the success of His parallel plan of salvation that this website so clearly espouses – detailing Biblical logic to 
support all its reasoning. 
 
It must become clear to the reader by now, how absolutely misguided worldly Christian Leaders are, because they just 
do not understand the deeper message within The Bible and only preach what the human congregations think they 
want to hear. That is why we must have The Millennium administrated by 144000 righteous humans who 
demonstrated Their Competence in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them during the 1st part of their life, so that these 
“trusted stewards” can do their very best in instructing all resurrected humans how to reshape/reroute/rewire their 
synapse construction in a perfected DNA body that is subject to corruption and thus The 2nd Death of Annihilation if 
they choose not to reform. 
 
 
How do I pray? 
I use The Bible to guide me as I have shown above, however I extend this guidance into two other areas. 
1. A close fellowship with Yahweh through Jesus. 
In all things I acknowledge the most wonderful things that Jesus has done for all of us, where:- 
1.1 He first created us and all the most wonderful things on this planet being as we are told “The Adornment” of life 

upon The Earth throughout the geological time we behold.  
1.2 When the culmination of his creation chose to ignore his Father’s statutes and rather chose a disgusting renegade 

who had only selfishness driving his thoughts and stole ‘The Reasoning’ of Jesus’ creation. It was Jesus who 
volunteered his very safe position (within a heavenly/celestial/spiritual body) to enter a most unsafe fleshly body 
subject to corruption and thus very personal annihilation only because he so loved what The World could deliver 
– being those humans who would ultimately desire to turn back their reasoning to their Creator’s standards. 

1.3 It was Jesus who went through the most painful murder at the end of his ministry period to thus enable Yahweh to 
righteously use His holy spirit of power/capability only because of the exact ‘like for like’ direct equivalence of a 
perfect assay period of 3.5 years assessment that we shall ultimately experience at the end of The Millennium 
period as we are told in Rev.20v7-11 after our resurrection. Only because Jesus was put to death while still 
considered as perfect by The Assessor Yahweh, that The Assessor is righteously able to resurrect all humans into 
The Millennium period to train them in righteousness ready for the 3.5 year assessment. 

1.4 Because of this, Jesus after his death has become “The Begotten” as the “First/Chief/Only Begotten One” who has 
been resurrected from the fleshly body into a heavenly/fleshly/spiritual body as the forerunner to 144000 others 
who shall follow him during The Gospel Age of 2000 years (this is all contrary to worldly Christian doctrine that 
is so utterly deviant to what The Bible so clearly states). 

So because of this I mentally speak to my Father Yahweh through Jesus as my intercessor during periods of the day 
outside dedicated times given in my four examples earlier. Thus Yahweh becomes my close Friend who 
metaphorically walks alongside me offering support when I call upon Him. As a close Friend and Companion through 
life I choose to follow His advice which keeps me one step ahead of danger. It makes me cautious and not to follow 
the prescripts of The World but rather His Word contained in The Bible and thus I become protected from the lures of 
The World. 
2. I ask for personal guidance and help. 
Is this contradictory to what I stated earlier in this essay? 
No, because from the so very close association I have with Yahweh from (1) given above, then Yahweh becomes The 
Confidant in Whom I entrust – and so it becomes second nature to just naturally speak out and ask for help and 
guidance – not in a grand or formalised manner – but merely as a Friend always alongside you, where you have instant 
access to support.  Because of this mutually close association, then I always desire to please my Friend and naturally 
choose to follow His Desire and advice because He has a ‘few’ more years of experience and a wealth of knowledge! 
Thus clearly if I have troubles of life and need guidance then naturally I would pray/speak/converse with my Friend to 
assist in the best possible manner so that I might fulfil His Desire of me in whatever situation I might be involved 
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within. Thus this type of prayer is not to give me personal self-gratification in a worldly sense but rather self-
gratification only in the sense that I am pleasing Yahweh to fulfil His Desire of me. 
There is one further reason why we are to pray and it is never spoken of. 

It becomes ‘A Record’ of our communication with Yahweh – not for His nor our benefit! 
So why is it done? 

Merely, because it becomes ‘The Evidence’ that shall be “shouted across the rooftops” as we are so clearly told in The 
Bible during The Millennium. This evidence becomes The Justification why certain humans have demonstrated 
themselves as “Trusted Stewards to be given responsibility over greater things” upon their resurrection when “The 
Master returns” (at the 1st 2nd C) to collect what metaphorically becomes “his bride” of “144000 humans” who have a 
record that demonstrates their integrity before all others (just as their Master Christ Jesus has done), that shall be 
demonstrated to all resurrected humans why these particular ones were worthy of their future positions as Sons of God 
“and thus are “Sitting at the Table of the Lord”. A sentence running purely on quotations from The Bible. 
 
I hope this helps the reader to see that long formalised prayer rituals are an anathema to Yahweh, because they are 
merely showy to The World and do not come from the heart. When you speak to your most trusted and sincere Friend 
would you go through showy rituals, or rather, would you become informal and speak as close friends without the 
barrier/constraint of worldly imposed ritual? 
The answer is just so obvious and speaks volumes about what we witness within The World today! 
 
 
Thus in answer to: “Why do we pray”? 

It is so that we come closer to Yahweh, to become of one mind with Him through Jesus. It is by imitating 
Jesus’ lifestyle that we become of one mind with Yahweh (being the fusing of The Holy Spirit with our spirit 
to create the synapse construction loved by Yahweh) and thus become “The Wisdom of God” gaining The 
Expectation for The Inheritance that Paul yearned for by working so hard to emulate Jesus. Paul showed us 
by example how he imitated Jesus, grasped for The Expectation and succeeded in reaching The Goal as we 
read in 2Tim.4v7-8 to become a future Son of God at the 1st 2nd C of Jesus. 

Only by doing this in our life, then, we are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of us and thus truly worshiping Him by our 
actions. 

That is the real meaning of Prayer! 
 


